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Andrew Carter: 

I started in the industry 25 years ago. I've been involved in a lot of the commercialization 
projects that have led to medicines being taken by people today and I'm very proud of that. 

An award named on behalf of someone that had made an enormous contribution to the 
industry that I personally knew? It's very gratifying. I personally knew Pat Clear. I worked 
with Pat years ago on committees and so I had a personal relationship with him.  

I see this award as recognition of the great work that my people do. I would hope that the 
award and someone like me winning inspires other people to focus on the professional 
services side of the industry and know that it can be recognized and should be. 

I started Commercial Eyes essentially because I wanted to run my own business. I wanted a 
business that did things differently and I wanted a business that made a difference. 

Today we employ over 70 people.  We have participated or contributed to probably over 
600 products being on the market.  

Medicines don't provide the value they were designed to deliver if they stay on the shelf. 
Medicines don't deliver value if they are not available in this country. Our job and industry's 
job is to ensure that we make those products available in an efficient way. That they are 
accessible. 

The pharmaceutical industry makes a range of different valuable contributions to society 
and it's not just the medicines that are important. We will hear stories around the 
employment opportunities. We'll hear stories around the science in itself that leads to other 
developments. Particularly in Australia for aspiring graduates to see a career that is 
worthwhile, that is built around hope, that solves serious health issues.  

It's important that in Australia we have a pharmaceutical industry that isn't just viable but 
we have one that is vibrant, that is driving clinical investigations, that is driving research, 
that others or other communities are not embarking on.  

Without an industry, jobs, the economy, science and most importantly patients, they lose 
out. 
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